Small school. Big expectations
October 2017

School Events
Macmillan Coffee Morning
Thank you so much to everyone
who attended our Macmillan
Coffee Morning and who made/
donated such amazing cakes. We
raised an incredible £181.39 for
such a worthwhile cause!
Halloween Disco
On the last day of term we had
our family Halloween disco. This
was a really fun evening and the
costumes and pumpkin creations
were amazing!
Thank you to everyone who
joined us!
Prep 1, Infant and Junior Cinema night is
on Friday 24th
November

Mrs Hartley’s
Corner
Welcome back after what I hope was
a very restful half term.
Thank you so much to the PTA who
have purchased two new football
nets and a huge playground equipment bag, as this is one of the areas
we are every keen to develop this
year. We have also ordered extra
Mathematics and Science resources
to enhance the children's learning
experiences.
Mrs Hartley

Prep 1
Prep 1 have been focusing on sounds
and letter formation recently. We
have been following the scheme—
Read Write Inc and learning the
rhymes to help us form each letter.
We are learning a new rhyme every
day and then practicing them independently in our writing area. We are
all becoming experts at writing the
letter ‘m’ using the rhyme ‘Maisie,
mountain, mountain.’
We enjoyed celebrating Diwali, the
children learnt about why and how
Diwali is celebrated and they made
their own Rangoli patterns using salt
dough and lentils. We did very well
with this and were very proud of our
work.

Prep 2
Prep 2 have been very busy focusing on
their reading, writing and addition. We
have worked very hard and as a result all
children have now reached stage 2 flashcards and are enjoying their reading which
is really important too! We have introduced elements of a new scheme called
Read Write Inc and you may have heard
your children saying rhymes whilst forming
letters. This has really spurred on some
fantastic writing from all children too. We
have enjoyed celebrating Diwali by learning about Rama and Sita and making our
own tea light holders for the festival of
lights and Rangoli CD's, which were very
sparkly and shiny. We are extremely excited to watch the Gruffalo this half term and
working on our Christmas play too.

Prep 3
Over the past few weeks, Prep 3 have been
working hard on producing writing that contains adjectives, adverbs and similes. They
have all produced some superb creative
writing and they have included grammar and
punctuation in their work. The work has been
based on the film ‘The Song of the Sea.’ They
have thoroughly enjoyed it!
During Prep 3’s maths lessons the children
have been learning the 2’s, 5’s and 10 times
tables and they are all doing extremely well.
We have focussed on number bonds, addition
and subtraction using double figures, and fractions of shapes. It has been tough, however
the children have loved the challenge. The
children have got used to the ‘Prep 3 routine’
and “love doing work.”

Prep 4
Diwali brought some beautifully decorated Rangoli patterns into our classroom along with very
exotic mango cocktails! Adam has been teaching
the class Banghra dancing which kept the afternoons activities very lively indeed!
In Maths the class have been getting very hands
on! Maths has focused around weighing and
measuring and the class have been making sure
their presentation is perfect.
In English the children have been focusing on
the story of George and the Dragon. The descriptive language has really improved as has the
standard of punctuation being used.
The class have worked incredibly hard. Well
done Prep 4!

Prep 5/6
What a busy month for Prep 5 & 6!
Dinotastic

We started by researching different dinosaurs so we could find one we liked to recreate in clay. A peaceful morning was had refining our skills using clay and experimenting
with the different modelling tools we had.
The afternoon was spent carefully creating
our detailed model dinosaurs.
Amazing Assembly
Using our writing in English, inspired by the
Drew Dewalt books ‘The day the crayons
quit,’ the class did the school proud presenting an incredible assembly. They used
their drama and speech skills to convey the
feelings of the crayons and even managed to
include a touch of their humour to make us
all smile.

Prep 7/8
In the last few weeks Prep 7 and 8 have been working
incredibly hard looking at literary features of adventure stories. We have been focusing on improving our
own writing by being descriptive and adding additional
information into our sentence; writing with effect and
using adverbial phrases/ relative clauses.
On the 19th October, we had Manchester Fire and
Rescue in teaching P7&8 how to perform CPR which
was an excellent experience for all, especial those who
have been attending Mr Thomas' First Aid Club. They
were able to share what they had been learning and
put this into more practise.
On Thursday and Friday we celebrated Diwali making
our own Rangoli patterns with coloured rice, pasta,
lentils and peas. The children worked incredibly hard
to ensure their patterns were symmetrical and imaginative. I think it is safe to say they had a lot of fun and
created some excellent tiles.

